16 HOURS OF TRAINING OVER 2 DAYS

This two-day course is designed to educate and prepare police officers in the event of an ambush. Officers will be trained in techniques to eliminate or mitigate the threat. Officers will also be trained in the application of tactical emergency medicine through the use of tourniquets, pressure dressings and direct pressure. This is a hands-on, high-intensity course in which students practice tactics and techniques in the field.

There is a 3rd day that is optional and dedicated to firearms and vehicle operations.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- Police disadvantages and ways to combat our setbacks
- Recognizing indicators of an armed individual
- Recognition of pre-assault indicators
- Tactical considerations
- Ambush counter measures (outside of our vehicle)
- Ambush counter measures (inside of our vehicle)
- Critical interventions (TECC)
- Off-duty considerations